Press Release
A New Digital & Transformation Team headed by Virginie Fauvel





Marion Silvain and Charles Ruelle are taking on new roles as co-heads of the Euler Hermes
Digital Agency
Nicolas Polaillon will head the Euler Hermes Data Lab as Chief Data Officer
Valia Papadea will head a new structure: the Continuous Productivity Improvement & Value
Creation (CPIVC) team
Max Cadena will become Virginie Fauvel ‘s Head of Office
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PARIS – 20 APRIL – With the digital revolution progressively impacting all industries, mainstream
online commerce becomes more and more driven by B2B platforms, and artificial intelligence
increasingly powerful, thanks to the gigantic increase in the amount of data available. In 2015, Euler
Hermes marked a milestone by creating the digital agency, a dedicated structure aiming to reinvent
trade finance, allowing corporates, SMEs, freelancers, BtoB marketplaces, supply chain finance
businesses and alternative lenders to manage their credit risk in the best possible way.
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Following the appointment of Virginie Fauvel as Chief Transformation Officer on January, 15 , 2018,
a new digital and transformation team has been set up in order to activate the Group’s transformation
and materialize its ambition of becoming the most innovative B2B insurance company.
Effective immediately, Marion Silvain and Charles Ruelle are taking on new roles as co-heads of the
Digital Agency, while Nicolas Polaillon will lead the newly created Data Lab as Chief Data Officer.
Valia Papadea will head a new structure, named the “Continuous Productivity Improvement & Value
Creation” team. Finally, Max Cadena will become Virginie Fauvel‘s Head of Office
This new digital and transformation team will help the Group move forward and transform itself in a
changing environment.
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As co-heads of the Euler Hermes Digital Agency, Charles Ruelle and Marion Sylvain will be in
charge of running new experiments and testing new business models. They will also work on scaling
up current achievements.
Charles Ruelle has an engineering and innovation background: he was previously an entrepreneur
and then Chief Technical Officer of “Etalab”, the French Prime Minister's task force for Open Data,
where he lead the development of the French public open data platform: data.gouv.fr. He is also a
Board Member of the “Hello Tomorrow” Challenge, a non-for-profit international challenge for science
& technology innovators.
Marion Silvain has a Master’s degree in corporate and market finance from Dauphine University and
a postgraduate degree in strategy from the ESSEC business school. She first spent seven years at
Roland Berger. She then joined Euler Hermes as Head of Group CEO office. Over the past months,
Marion was in charge of the IATA program within Euler Hermes, a first deal which was closed in close
collaboration with the Digital Agency.
Nicolas Polaillon is appointed Chief Data Officer, in charge of the Euler Hermes Data Lab.
Nicolas is a graduate engineer of the Polytechnique School and Ecole des Mines de Paris. He started
his career at Cap Gemini in 2000. He joined SFR in 2006 where he held various positions, starting as
head of revenue management and ending as CRM Director. After a full year’s experience in a Data
Management & Exchange startup, he joined Euler Hermes in 2016.
Valia Papadea will head a new structure, the “Continuous Productivity Improvement & Value Creation”
team. This is a global initiative and one of the drivers of EH’s transformation through a continuous
improvement journey: CPIVC is about exploring and implementing new ways of working through never
ending optimization of processes and integration of new technologies.
Prior to Euler Hermes, Valia worked in Greece for 8 years in financial consulting and project
management positions in various organizations such as Ernst & Young and the European
Commission. She joined the Group in 2008 as Head of Accounting and Controlling at Euler Hermes
Hellas and moved to Paris in 2012 where she held various positions in finance, HR, business
development & partnerships management. She holds a BA in Economics with a focus on
Mathematics, a BA in Greek Literature, Art & Philosophy as well as an MBA from Bath University.
Max Cadena will become Head of Virginie Fauvel’s Office. He will be supporting her in the
transformation agenda setting and steering while acting as Head of financial steering for the
Transformation teams. More generally, he will represent a point of contact for the CTO to the
organization.
Max holds a double Bachelor of Arts in Colombia in Mathematics and Industrial Engineering. He
started his career at Allianz global headquarter in Munich in 2010 and then joined Allianz France in
2013 in the controlling department. In 2016, he moved to the office of Virginie Fauvel, in charge of the
project steering of the strategic plan “Growth, Shine & Modernise” and for the development of the first
Blockchain tool. In 2017, he was appointed as Head of office of Virginie Fauvel at Allianz France.

“I am very proud to announce these appointments,” said Virginie Fauvel, Chief Transformation
Officer at Euler Hermes. “We have built a talented and skillful team to drive transformation at Euler
Hermes. We have now embarked in our transformation journey. Together with all our employees, this
is our mission for the next three years. I am wishing Charles, Marion, Nicolas, Valia and Max all the
best for their future missions.”
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Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognized specialist in the areas of
bonding, guarantees and collections. With more than 100 years of experience, the company offers
business-to-business (B2B) clients financial services to support cash and trade receivables
management. Its proprietary intelligence network tracks and analyzes daily changes in corporate
solvency among small, medium and multinational companies active in markets representing 92% of
global GDP. Headquartered in Paris, the company is present in 52 countries with 6,050 employees.
Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz, listed on Euronext Paris (ELE.PA) and rated AA by Standard &
Poor’s. The company posted a consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in 2017 and insured global
business transactions for €894 billion in exposure at the end of 2017.
Further information: www.eulerhermes.com, LinkedIn or Twitter @eulerhermes.
Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements: The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of
future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those
expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the
general economic conditions and competitive situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii)
performance of financial markets (particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured
loss events, including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and
trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii)
currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax
regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) general
competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to
occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.

